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An unexplained discovery from the past
lies dormant. An ancient energy force
originating from the Earths Moon awakens
to unleash powerful catastrophic evil
consequences upon Mankind... Striking
into the heart of the West Midlands, the
energy is drawn to Holy artefacts
concealed within the Ruins of an ancient
Priory. Situated in and around the ancient
site of Dudley Castle and Priory Ruins,
local citizens and military forces alongside
international counterparts become involved
in a collective effort to seek out and
destroy the unidentified energy source, but
first they must understand its origins and
intentions.
Seeking to overcome the
powerful forces of evil, our intrepid group
of mortals are drawn into a conflict greater
than any of them could ever have
imagined. With time running out, can Earth
be saved from the peril of death and
destruction or will evil prevail in the final
conflict...?
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